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9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
RAE Tech I
Become a Certified RAE Technician - This course offers intensive, hands-on, service
technician training to end-users of AreaRae and MultiRae Instruments. Attendees learn
to set up, configure and test RAE Systems by Honeywell equipment, run diagnostics,
calibrate and repair or replace pumps, sensors, lamps, and other components.

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
CBRNE ResponseIQ
Federal Resources ApplicationIQ builds upon the knowledge gained from previous
training and experience, allowing students to apply their skills to real world response
scenarios. Students will begin training with a refresher on the HazMatIQ Response System,
followed by a condensed version of our newest IQ training: BioTechIQ; Risk-Based
Response to Biological Agents. In the afternoon, students will participate in a discussion
on hazard analysis/reconnaissance, and then jump into the hands-on portion of training.
Students will break into groups and learn proper public safety sampling of solids, liquids
and biologicals. The training will conclude with two simulated response scenarios. Using
HazMatIQ and BioTechIQ response system and monitoring instruments, students will enter
the “Hot Zone”, collect meter readings and samples, and report back using the techniques
discussed in training. Students will use the information gathered to confirm or identify the
hazards and determine next steps needed. Fun, interactive training with prizes for winners
of competitions throughout training.

MA RC H 1
9:00 AM
Scott Sweetow: Emerging Threats
10:30 AM
Intro to BioTechIQ
11:00 AM
Covid / BioThreat Response
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11:30 AM
Fenix Truck Stage Presentation
12:30 PM
Genasys Stage Presentation

IT’S MORE THAN
AN EXPO. IT’S AN
EXPERIENCE.

1:00 PM
Intro to DrugIQ
Introduction to the DrugIQ Risk Based Response system, followed by open Q&A with
Counterdrug SME.

2:00 PM
Ghost Robotics Stage Presentation
2:30 PM
Teledyne FLIR Stage Presentation
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Overdose Reduction, Investigation, and Co-Response Overview
Come learn and discuss the most up-to-date and innovative tactics, programs, products,
and technologies used in the effort to reduce the Opioid Epidemic, followed by open Q&A
with Counterdrug SME.

4:30 PM
Exhibit Hall Closes
5:30 PM
Reception at FELT in MGM Casino

MA RC H 2
8:00 AM
Exhibit Hall Opens
9:00 AM
AED Stage Presentation
10:00 AM
Recon Robotics / XTEK Sarbi Demo
10:30 AM
Live Wall Stage Presentation
11:00 AM
Covid / BioThreat Response
12:00 PM
Lunch
1:00 PM
Exhibit Hall Closes

Share your experience with us.
Post with hashtag #ExperienceFR
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GUEST SPEAKER
Retired Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) Scott
Sweetow is a 30-year veteran of federal law
enforcement, having served the entirety as an
agent with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives (ATF).

SSA Sweetow began his career in June 1990 as an agent in Los
Angeles working arson and explosives cases and subsequently criminal
intelligence, with leadership assignments beginning in August 1999.
Promoted into the senior executive service in 2011, SSA Sweetow served
as Special Agent in Charge in the St. Paul and Atlanta Field Divisions,
Deputy Assistant Director for Intelligence, and in 2016 became the
Deputy Director of the FBI’s Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical
Center (TEDAC), the last seven months as Acting Director of the key
national security organization.
SSA Sweetow is a veteran of the U.S. Army Reserves, holds a B.A. in
Russian and Soviet Area Studies, and a M.S. in Strategic Intelligence.
SSA Sweetow was published in Homeland Security Today for an article
entitled “After Mumbai: Facing the Flames,” which dealt with the use
of fire as a weapon by terrorists and extremist groups. He is currently
president of S3 Global Consulting, LLC, which helps companies close
security gaps, mitigate insider threat and external risks, and improve
defenses against terrorists who use explosives or firearms.

JOIN US IN THE COFFEE LOUNGE
Come visit the Barista and spend some time with our
combined leaders from Federal Resources, Noble, and TSSI for
a craft coffee – where we’ll be fielding any and all questions
regarding products, technology, and the merging of our great
three organizations!

TACTICAL SHOWCASE
SPONSORED BY NVD & SIG SAUER
WHERE

BELLAGIO BALLROOM
Leave Your Business Card to Enter
THE PRIZES

The Sig Sauer ROMEO 4T 1x20 Red Dot
Sight SOR43031 was designed for MSR
platforms, shotguns, and modern semiautomatic pistols. Featuring a Ballistic
Circle reticle, the user can choose between
4 different integrated reticle options: Dot,
Circle-Dot, Dot with Holds, and
Circle-Dot with Holds.
Motion activated illumination powers on when it senses movement and powers
down when it does not, to preserve battery life. When the illumination is
manually turned back on, it will remember your last used settings. The Sig Sauer
ROMEO 4T 1x20 Red Dot Sight has a battery life of over 100,000 hours through
the use of solar and battery usage. The aircraft grade CNC aluminum offers
protection and makes it rugged and durable.

The Sig Sauer W365 Micro-Compact 9mm
3.1in 10rd Semi-Automatic Pistol (W3659-BXR3) is a revolutionary concealed
carry that gives you more capacity, more
concealability and more capability. The
proprietary magazine design allows for
10+1 round capacity in both the flush fit and
extended grip sizes.
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Vendor Information
3M - 3m.com
The 3M™ PELTOR™ ComTac™ VI offers a new way to adjust the auditory settings of
your headset for your mission. 3M™ PELTOR™ ComTac™ VI has new omni-directional
microphones, high fidelity speakers, and a new digital signal processor that helps improve
the overall sound quality of the headset. The environmental listening feature, also known
as “talk-through” is a means of allowing safe audio sounds to bypass the individual
hearing protection electronically while still helping protect against harmful noises.
908 Devices - 908devices.com
908 Devices manufacturers MX908, a multi-mission handheld mass spectrometer
utilized by elite responders conducting chemical, explosive, priority drug and HazMat
operations around the world. MX908 detects compounds at trace levels with a high level
of sensitivity and unparalleled selectivity, giving you actionable intelligence. The power of
high-pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS) accurately discriminates priority threats from
the broad range of interferents that lead to false alarms.
AED - aed.com
The Most Trusted Name In AED Defibrillators & AED Supplies. Since its founding in 2004,
it has been AED Professionals’ goal to provide our customers with the very best value and
service with every purchase.
Airboss Defense - airbossdefense.com
AirBoss Defense is a world leader in the design, development, and manufacturer of
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) personal protective equipment.
Airbus - airbus-ds-gs.com
Airbus DS Government Solutions, Inc. (Airbus DS-GS) is an industry leader in satcom &
networking systems. They provide requirement analysis, system design, turnkey delivery
and logistics support of satcom systems for their customers.
Aspetto - aspetto.com
Aspetto is a name trusted by defense and security officials in the ballistic protection
world. Military members, law enforcement individuals, government contractors, and
federal agents all know that the right security products and services allow them to
complete their respective missions in the most effective way. This is why Aspetto is
entrusted with helping these security professionals complete all of their goals in a safe
and efficient manner.
Bauer Compressors - bauercomp.com
Bauer provides our customers with a broad range of system solutions for various
industries including: Manufacturing, automotive, aerospace, marine, defense, oil & gas,
chemical, refining, mining, power generation, cryogenics, and research.
BeaverFit - beaverfitusa.com
BeaverFit is the leading global manufacturer of outdoor fitness equipment and training
solutions, and the leading supplier of human performance equipment to the U.S. military.
Creator of the world’s first fully functional containerized gym solution in 2012, BeaverFit
continues to innovate human performance and tactical training capabilities meant to
support the Human Weapons System. BeaverFit is veteran owned and operated, and
manufactures all of its products in America.
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Vendor Information
Big Ass Fans - bigassfans.com
Big Ass Fans designs, manufactures, sells, and services airflow solutions for industrial,
commercial, agricultural, and residential use. Our Military Team designs custom thermal
comfort and airflow solutions for our military and government customers in order to make
their mission safer, healthier, and more productive.
Big Top Shelters - bigtopshelters.com
Since 1979, Big Top Fabric Structures specializes in the custom-manufacturing of fabric
buildings and shelters. From temporary storage tents and warehouse buildings to more
permanent aircraft hangars and boat storage, Big Top has created custom structures for
various applications.
BioFlyte - bioflyte.com
We are commercializing a revolutionary new class of fieldable bio-threat sampling,
detection and identification products for safety and security.
Blauer - blauer.com
Blauer’s Homeland Defender CHEMPAK® fabrics provide the confidence needed to get
the job done in the most-threatening CBRN environments. The company’s products
are certified to conform to the NFPA 1994 Standard on Protective Ensembles for First
Responders to CBRN Terrorism Incidents and to the NFPA 1992 Standard on Liquid
Splash-Protective Ensembles for Hazardous Materials.
Blue Force Gear - blueforcegear.com
Blue Force Gear is the standard in weapon slings and tactical gear.
Made in the USA - Over 250,000 Slings are in use by America’s finest across every branch
of service.
Boston Dynamics - bostondynamics.com
Boston Dynamics’ mission is to imagine and create exceptional robots that enrich people’s
lives. Building machines that can approximate the mobility, dexterity and agility of people
and animals is a grand challenge.
Camero Tech - camero-tech.com
Founded in 2004, Camero’s solutions provide real time images through barriers. Its
‘See Through Walls’ Xaver™ family of products provide real time information on multiple
stationary and moving objects concealed behind walls – providing operators with
unprecedented situational awareness and operational advantage, utilizing unique pulsed
based UWB micro-power radar technology.
CEIA - ceia-usa.com
Since being founded in 1962, CEIA has risen to the top as a leading manufacturer of
some of the world’s most advanced security technologies that integrate electromagnetic
inspection devices and highly-effective metal detectors to meet the growing concern for
safety in public entities from possible threats.
CodeMettle - codemettle.com
CodeMettle was established in 2009 to simplify the most complex networks. With intuitive
software products that enable simplified edge to enterprise operations, they synthesize
and consolidate fragmented data, processes, and operations into one common operating
picture. Their diverse and experienced team is radically transforming engineering and
communications by creating innovative solutions that will work for you now and in the
future.
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Vendor Information
COMSAT - comsat.com
COMSAT, Inc. an SD Company provides world-class, end-to-end satellite solutions for
mission critical applications. Currently a provider of services for every major satellite
constellation on orbit, COMSAT is the supplier of choice for everything from asset/
personnel tracking and satellite phones, to high throughput on-demand capacity. Tying
the entire range of solutions together in COMSAT’s secure satellite gateways and Data
Center, enabling traffic routing to any location globally.
Cross Bar Company - crossbarco.com
Cross Bar Company is a 100% US Manufacturer of revolutionary tactical gear. Their
AIMSystem (Advanced Integrated Mounting System) is a Patented, modular and adaptive
design that offers mounting solutions for every industry. The AIMSystem can be mounted
to MOLLE/PALS, belts, vehicles, or to solid surfaces.
Crownpoint - crownpointsystems.com
Crown Point Systems has extensive experience supporting the Department of Defense
and Three Letter agencies in all aspects of Information Technology (IT), Audio Visual
(A/V) system design, engineering and integration with expert knowledge of Command,
Control, Communications, Computer, Cyber Intelligence (C5ISR) systems to include multidomain in tactical and garrison environments.
D-Fend Solutions - d-fendsolutions.com
D-Fend Solutions is the leading counter-drone takeover technology provider. They
focus on the real threats from potentially dangerous drones, so that varied organizations
around the world can maintain full control of drone incidents in complex environments
and be prepared for future threats. EnforceAir automatically executes radio frequency
cyber takeovers of rogue drones for safe landings and safe outcomes. Authorized drones
that underpin modern society can proceed uninterrupted. D-Fend Solutions facilitates
continuity by ensuring the smooth flow of communications, commerce, transportation,
and everyday life.
Daniel Defense - danieldefense.com
Daniel Defense is a family owned and privately held company in Black Creek, Georgia,
manufacturing the world’s finest firearms, rails and accessories for civilian, law
enforcement and military customers.
Dell - dell.com
Dell Technologies delivers the most advanced enterprise infrastructure for mission-critical
environments and provides end-to-end IT capabilities needed to drive agency missions
through digital transformation from the edge to the core to the cloud. They transform IT
with best-in-class technology for applications, data, infrastructure, and security, and they
keep federal data and applications safe with trusted cybersecurity and data protection
solutions.
DetectaChem - detectachem.com
DetectaChem is a manufacturer of rapidly deployable, handheld, intelligent, and easy-tooperate detection systems. Their products enable threat detection for safety and security
operations throughout the world.
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Digital Force Technologies - digitalforcetech.com
Digital Force Technologies (DFT) is a defense technology firm that designs and
manufactures advanced Force Protection, Surveillance, and Special Reconnaissance
products and systems. DFT leverages new AI fusion core that hyper-enables operators by
dramatically reducing cognitive load, increasing sensor efficacy, and enhancing decision
superiority in any threat environment. DFT has over 20 years of experience fielding
systems in the harshest combat environments in support of the most elite units within the
DOD.
Draeger - draeger.com
Dräeger manufactures medical and safety technology products. In so doing, they
protect, support, and save people’s lives around the world in hospitals, fire departments,
emergency services, authorities, and in mining as well as industry.
EAGL Technology - eagltechnology.com
The EAGL Technology platform provides a first of its kind enhanced situational awareness
unmatched by any other solution in the industry. EAGL provides indoor, outdoor,
and wearable wireless gunshot detection technology that notifies personnel and law
enforcement within seconds of detection. EAGL has the capability of automatically
locking down doors, live stream cameras and provide complete location and event
information, giving fast easy access to satellite images, floor maps and live cameras from
any location. This information can be sent to any user’s device, anywhere via a standard
browser or app, in under 10 seconds!
Elbit Systems - elbitsystems.com
Since World War II, U.S. and allied forces in over 99 countries have turned to us for a
critical tactical advantage—night vision. Our legacy of innovation began with ITT, evolved
into the digital realm with Exelis in the 21st century and continues today at Elbit Systems
of America as we enter a new era of the networked battlespace.
Environics - environics.fi
Environics is one of the leading suppliers of Chemical, Biological, Radiation & Nuclear
detection devices, and integrated CBRN monitoring solutions.
Fenix Group - fenixgroup.io
Fenix Group is focused on edge networks and integrated systems. Our mission is to
increase operational capability while reducing risk, burden & and cost for our partners
through the use of integrated commercial technologies. We specialize in providing
bespoke technology solutions to add value to existing systems, online training platforms,
telecommunications, and unparalleled direct support – anywhere in the world. Whether
your mission involves communicating with doctors in austere environments, applying
technology to monitor a failed state, or performing highly technical tasks in some of the
most hostile places on earth, Fenix Group is ready to help you accomplish your mission.
Field Forensics - fieldforensics.com
Field Forensics develops threat-chemical detection and identification kits and instruments
- specializing in narcotics, explosives, heroin, fentanyl, and toxics.
First Line Technologies - firstlinetech.com
First Line Technology designs and manufacturers disaster preparedness and
response equipment like their medical ambulance bus (the AmbuBus®), PhaseCore®
Cooling Vests and a line of decontamination equipment, which includes FiberTect® dry
decon wipes.
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Vendor Information
Federal Resources Training - federalresources.com
FR’s Training is performed by highly-qualified professionals with years of
experience in their respective fields. All courses are designed to convey vital
information in a way that allows students to grasp and assimilate the information
quickly while training them on how to apply their knowledge and skills out in the
field. From basic to advanced, our courses equip participants to respond effectively
to a wide range of threats.
Federal Resources Service - federalresources.com
FR’s Technical Services Group and FRSupport SystemSM are integral parts of a
total solution of sourcing, contract vehicles, procurement, warehousing, kitting,
training and support to provide complete life-cycle sustainment for instrumentation
and equipment. Our knowledgebase and 24/7 ReachBack have resulted in an
impeccable 10-year track record of keeping equipment fully operational and in
customers’ hands with minimal downtime.
Galvion - galvion.com
At Galvion, they are passionate and committed to provide leading-edge solutions and
equipment that enhance the overall agility and survivability of the modern warfighter and
tactical operator.
Genasys/LRAD - genasys.com
LRAD Corporation (Genasys INC) the only unified platform with industry-leading acoustic
technology and mobile mass notification software for anyone, anywhere, anytime.
Genasys distributes clear, concise communications to keep operations running and save
lives during critical situations.
Generac - generac.com
Generac Mobile’s mission is to develop mobile equipment and solutions that provide an
unmatched value and customer experience for a safer, brighter, more productive world.
Gerber Gear - gerbergear.com
Gerber Gear provides problem-solving, life-saving products that are designed for specific
activities. Carried extensively by hunters, soldiers and tradesmen, Gerber has the tools
you need.
Ghost Robotics - ghostrobotics.io
Ghost Robotics offers Quadrupedal Unmanned Ground Vehicles, or Q-UGV for short, that
are customizable to government customers. These Q-UGVs not only manage unstructured
terrain well but are built for demanding customers in demanding environments. They have
the ability to get right back up from any slip, fall, or failure and keep moving using their
proprietary blind-mode operation.
Holmatro - holmatro.com
Holmatro hydraulic equipment and systems are used for rescue, industrial and special
tactics operations around the world. To make sure that Holmatro users can fulfill their
demanding and specialized tasks, they strive to be the best-in-class industry market
leader by using game changing technology.
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Hewlett Packard Enterprise - hpe.com
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global edge-to-cloud Platform-as-a-Service company
that helps organizations accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from their data,
everywhere. HPE helps customers use technology to slash the time it takes to turn ideas
into value. Some customers run traditional IT environments. Most are transitioning to
a secure, cloud-enabled, mobile-friendly infrastructure. Many rely on a combination of
both. Wherever they are in that journey, HPE provides the technology and solutions to
help them succeed.
Invisio - invisio.com
INVISIO is a global market leader within advanced communication and hearing protection
systems. The company develops and sells advanced systems that enable professionals
in noisy and mission critical environments to communicate and work effectively, while
protecting their hearing.
Isolation Systems, Inc. - www.isolationsystemsinc.com
Isolation Systems, Inc. is the leading name in custom containment design, engineering, and
manufacturing. They offer innovative containment solutions for every aspect of product
and personnel protection. Custom designs in both Positive and Negative pressures allows
for a wide range of applications and configurations. Isolation Systems experienced staff
provides guidance to their customers to identify their specific requirements and ensure
satisfaction from design inception to final installation.
Kagwerks - www.kagwerks.com
Kägwerks is a veteran-owned company comprised of a talented team of individuals with
decades of operational, design, and engineering experience. They build for quality and
excellence in a never-ending pursuit to provide relevant, rugged solutions that increase
performance, and increase survivability and lethality on the battlefield.
KLAS Telecom - klastelecom.com
Klas Telecom is an engineering and design company with over 25 years of experience
developing innovative communications solutions for the network edge. Klas Telecom
delivers connectivity to remote and austere environments where low size, weight, power
and ruggedization are required.
L3 Harris - l3harris.com
L3Harris is an agile, global aerospace, and defense technology innovator, delivering endto-end solutions that meet customers’ mission-critical needs. They provide advanced
defense and commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space, and cyber domains.
They bring speed, innovation, and flawless execution together with their commitment
to make the world more secure. From secure transceivers, radios, and satellite
communication capabilities, L3 Harris has a solution.
Leidos - leidos.com
Leidos is a world leader in non-intrusive inspection technology. Since inventing the
technology in 1999, hundreds of systems have since been deployed for government and
commercial clients around the world. Every VACIS system is available with our dedicated
installation, training, maintenance, and technical support.
Lion Apparel - lionprotects.com
Lion Apparel provides a line of personal protection and rescue products such as turnouts,
helmets, station wear, protective gloves, technical footwear, accessories, and training
garments. Lion Apparel serves firefighters, police, emergency services, government
agencies, and military organizations in the United States.
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Live Wall Media - livewallmedia.com
Live Wall Media provides a complete turnkey Video Wall and video over IP solutions. Their
products range from vivid and dynamic LED and LCD video walls, state of the art video
processors, and streaming audio video over IP. Live Wall Media’s video walls are designed
for 24/7 mission critical control room applications. Their solutions combine crisp clear
LCD panels, flexible wall mounts, and state of the art video processors, into systems that
are powerful and easy to operate.
Marom Dolphin - marom-dolphin.com
Textile gear for military, security forces, and industry. Personal protection and body
armor. Tactical technology gear. Motorized Carrying Systems, And more.
Massif - massif.com
Massif is a world leader in supplying high-performance flame resistant outdoor apparel.
No garment design is finalized without being tested for form, fit, and function in the
mountains surrounding their headquarters in Ashland, Oregon, as well as by current and
former military personnel.
Metrohm - metrohm.com
Metrohm is a leading manufacturer of high precision instruments for chemical analysis.
We offer a complete line of analytical laboratory and process systems for titration, ion
chromatography, spectroscopy, and electrochemisty.
Mirion Technologies - mirion.com
Combining state of the art technology with exceptional customer service, Mirion
Technologies is dedicated to providing an unmatched experience in radiation detection
and instrumentation.
Motorola Solutions - motorolasolutions.com
Motorola Solutions keeps utility workers connected and visible to each other with realtime voice and data communication across the smart grid. They provide the situational
awareness first responders need when a moment brings catastrophe.
MSA - msasafety.com
MSA Safety Incorporated is a global leader in the development, manufacture and supply
of safety products that protect people and facility infrastructures. Many MSA products
integrate a combination of electronics, mechanical systems and advanced materials to
protect users against hazardous or life-threatening situations.
Night Vision Devices - nvdevices.com
Night Vision Devices (formerly Night Vision Depot) is the source for the highest quality US
manufactured night vision binoculars, monoculars, weapon sights, night vision parts and
service.
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North American Rescue - narescue.com
Since 1996, North American Rescue has focused on increasing survivability on both
the battlefield and the homefront. As premier innovator of lifesaving medical/rescue,
NAR continues to lead the way by delivering the tailored, mission-enabling trauma care
solutions needed by today’s first responders to counter the rapidly evolving threats of
the 21st century. See what a lifesaving difference our laboratory tested, combat proven
Products with a Mission® make in the prehospital environment!
Guided by seasoned prehospital healthcare providers from military Special Operations,
Law Enforcement, SWAT, and EMS, the NAR team works hand-in-hand with quality
product development professionals to integrate the lessons learned in the field to deliver
breakthrough products that span the full spectrum of prehospital healthcare, from the
point of wounding to the doors of the trauma center and beyond.
Novatio Engineering - novatioengineering.com
Novatio Engineering is a technology development and engineering consulting company
focused on mechanical design, combustion systems, clean energy, and appliances
ORTEC - ortec-online.com
ORTEC is an industry leader in the design and manufacture of ionizing radiation detectors,
nuclear instrumentation, analysis software, and integrated systems. Their technologies,
products, and services are instrumental in materials analysis for radioisotopic content.
Panasonic - na.panasonic.com/us/
Panasonic Corporation of North America is a leading technology partner and integrator
to businesses, government agencies and consumers across the region. Their innovative
electronics technology provides a wide variety of products to include the Toughbook A3,
Toughbook N1 and Toughbook N1 Tactical. These products provide long life support for
mission critical enterprise applications in the most austere environments and conditions.
Persistent Systems - persistentsystems.com
Persistent Systems offers a secure and scalable mobile networking capability based on
its cutting-edge Wave Relay MANET Technology. Persistent’s products provide a total
solution consisting of voice, video, and situational awareness to mobile users with no
reliance on fixed infrastructure. For more than a decade, Persistent has been a pioneer
in developing advanced MANET technology and commercializing it in the Defense and
Industrial sectors.
Phoenix Lighting - phoenixlighting.com
Since 1944, Phoenix has specialized in designing and manufacturing lighting fixtures for
the world’s harshest environments. Over seven decades later, Phoenix is the most trusted
lighting manufacturer for heavy equipment, corrosive conditions, hazardous locations and
other demanding applications.
Pixels on Target - pixelsontarget.com
Pixels on Target is a Manufacturer of the smallest, most accurate thermal sights for
military and law enforcement organizations in the US and our closest allied nations. Pixels
on Target’s VooDoo Family of Sights includes the VooDoo-S Multi-Mission thermal sight,
the VooDoo-M Medium/Long-Range Thermal Sight, and the VooDoo-B thermal binocular.
All VooDoo products are designed and developed in collaboration with US DoD end-user
organizations to meet the next generation needs of our forces. VooDoo-S, VooDoo-M,
and VooDoo-B are simultaneously available to both Military and Law Enforcement
customers. Pixels on Target is located in Sunrise, Florida. Pixels on Target’s hallmark is
Accuracy, Precision, Innovation.
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Point Blank - pointblankenterprises.com
Point Blank Enterprises, Inc. (PBE) is the worldwide leader in the development,
manufacturing and distribution of high performance, protective solutions for the
U.S. Military and Department of Defense, Federal Agencies, and both domestic and
international law enforcement and corrections professionals. PBE has the strongest
portfolio of product brands in the industry including Point Blank Body Armor, Protective
Products, PARACLETE®, Advanced Technology Group, The Protective Group (TPG), First
Tactical, Gould & Goodrich, United Shield International Limited, and Protective Apparel.
PowerFlare - powerflare.com
PowerFlare Corporation proudly builds its products in the U.S.A. to meet or exceed
specifications and regulations for government, military, commercial, and consumer use.
RAE Systems by Honeywell - raesystems.com
RAE Systems, Inc. is a global provider of wireless, gas and radiation detection
instruments and systems that enable real-time safety and security threat detection to
help mitigate risk, and protect workers, contractors, the public and assets.
Rapiscan - rapiscansystems.com
A global leader in security screening products & solutions focused on maximizing threat
detection & operational success.
Recon Robotics - reconrobotics.com
ReconRobotics® is the world leader in tactical micro-robot and personal sensor systems.
Worldwide, nearly 6,000 ReconRobotics® robots have been deployed to the U.S. military
and international friendly forces, federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, bomb
squads and fire/rescue teams.
Redwave Technology - redwavetech.com
RedWave Technology products are developed to be used every day by civilian,
government, and military chemical threat responders. They were at the forefront of
developing portable and hand-held FTIR spectroscopic analyzers for chemical threat
detection, first as SensIR Technologies and later at Smiths Detection. Their HazmatID
portable FTIR was the first, and at one time only, spectroscopic identifier designed
explicitly for hazmat responders.
Revision - revisionmilitary.com
Revision is a solution provider specializing in ballistic and laser protective eyewear.
They utilize robust design and development expertise and experience combined with
significant investment in efficient high-volume manufacturing and vertical integration to
drive a fundamental and powerful objective: delivering protective eyewear solutions that
save lives.
Rheinmetall - rheinmetall-defence.com
American Rheinmetall Systems, LLC (ARS), headquartered in Biddeford, ME, is a part
of Rheinmetall’s Electronic Solutions division. American Rheinmetall Systems not only
designs, develops, and produces unique and innovative products that mitigate U.S.
military capability gaps, but also brings the global group’s portfolio of electronic systems
and products to the U.S. market.
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Rigaku - rigaku.com
Rigaku Analytical Devices is leading with innovation to pioneer a portfolio of handheld
spectroscopic analyzers for use in global safety and security industries, such as border
security, military operations, and law enforcement. Used for the identification and
detection of illegal drugs, explosives, and chemical threats, their rugged family of
products includes the Rigaku ResQ and Rigaku ResQ CQL handheld 1064nm Raman
analyzers.
Safariland - safariland.com
TCI-Safariland carries the full range of Tactical Command Industries (TCI) tactical headset
systems and accessories for law enforcement, military, and related markets.
Scott Safety - scottsafety.com
Scott Safety is an American manufacturer of respiratory and personal protective
equipment including supplied air and air purifying respirators, compressors, gas detection
systems and thermal imaging cameras.
SEER - seertechnology.com
SEER Technology, Inc., headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, creates products that
protects lives and enhances personal productivity in dangerous environments.
SERKET - serketusa.com
Serket designs and manufactures technical apparel solutions for those who protect and
serve in the Armed Forces and Federal Law Enforcement.
Sig Sauer - sigsauer.com
SIG SAUER, Inc. is a leading provider and manufacturer of firearms, electro-optics,
ammunition, airguns, suppressors, and training. For over 250 years SIG SAUER, Inc. has
evolved, and thrived, by blending American ingenuity, German engineering, and Swiss
precision. Today, SIG SAUER is synonymous with industry-leading quality and innovation
which has made it the brand of choice amongst the U.S. Military, the global defense
community, law enforcement, competitive shooters, hunters, and responsible citizens.
Additionally, SIG SAUER is the premier provider of elite firearms instruction and tactical
training at the SIG SAUER Academy.
SKB Cases - skbcases.com
SKB is recognized globally as an industry leader in the design and manufacture of
molded polymer transport cases.
Silvus - silvustechnologies.com
Silvus Technologies develops world-class advanced communications technologies that
are reshaping the tactical wireless communications landscape.
SimIS - simisinc.com
SimIS’ products and services are driven by extreme dedication to innovation,
performance, and quality. In addition to business with the U.S. Department of Defense
and U.S. Federal Government Agencies, SimIS provides military-grade training robots, deescalation robotics, and autonomous water vessels.
Simunition - simunition.com
GD-OTS Simunition® manufacturers training ammunition to include FX® Marking and
SecuriBlank Cartridges and require a conversion kit to conduct reality based Force on
Force and Force on Target training scenarios. No ballistic infrastructure in required for
their use. Short Range Training Ammunition (SRTA) chambered in 5.56mm and 7.62mm
match the performance of ball cartridges to 100 meters.
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Sinterfire - sinterfire.com
SinterFire is the world leader in lead-free frangible projectiles and ammunition. With
more than 2 billion projectiles produced since 1998, we continue our legacy as we strive
to innovate. Supplying to Law Enforcement, Military, and civilians, SinterFire products
provide a safer environment for the shooter during training and duty applications.
Smart Ray - smartrayvision.com
SharpLogixx, LLC. the parent company of SmartRayVision, is building the most accurate,
sophisticated X-Ray software technology in the world. Our reliable, X-Ray technology is
used every day to identify possible threats, in clearest detail. SmartRayVision makes the
impossible X-Ray - possible.
Smiths Detection - smithsdetection.com
Smiths Detection is renowned globally for advanced technological solutions in
explosives, illegal weapons, contraband, toxic materials and narcotics detection.
Solar Stik - solarstik.com
Solar Stik understands communications, surveillance, and medical equipment are only as
reliable as their power source. A Solar Stik alternative energy system is an autonomous
source of power. If the grid goes down or the generator fails, customers still have the
power to complete their missions, anywhere in the world.
Somewear Labs - somewearlabs.com
Somewear is a satellite communications solution, that offers Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS)
communication and situational awareness between personnel, assets, interagency
partners, and operation centers. Somewear gives people access to digital tools anywhere
in the world.
SPO - dwe-spo.com
Special Projects Operations, Inc. (SPO) is a global leader in design innovation and
manufacturing of modular combination unit respirator systems, breathing air compressor
and storage systems, and thermal breaching systems. Our products are the first choice
with Special Operations Forces around the globe.
StreamLight - streamlight.com
Streamlight is a USA company that manufactures flashlights powered by various
rechargeable and disposable batteries. Their product line features hand-held and weaponmountable lights as well as a right angle light used by firefighters on their turnout gear.
Teledyne FLIR - flir.com
FLIR Systems, Inc. brings innovative sensing solutions into daily life through thermal
imaging systems, visible-light imaging systems, locator systems, measurement and
diagnostic systems, and advanced threat detection systems.
TFT - tft.com
TFT was founded on innovation over 50 years ago. Every day new ideas flow at TFT for
one reason, to help firefighters save lives and protect property more safely and effectively
than the day before.
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Thermal Radar - thermalradar.com
Thermal Radar utilizes a best in class rotating FLIR Tau2 thermal sensor and applies
edge-based analytic detection algorithms to detect, classify and Geo-Spatially locate any
incursion that may threaten your perimeter. Thermal Radar detection alerts generate not
only a GPS coordinate of the intruder’s specific location but also a thermal image of the
intrusion. Thermal Radar can be a standalone detection outpost on an expansive border
project or the centerpiece of an integrated physical security strategy at your most critical
facilities.
Thermo Fisher Scientific - FSI - thermofisher.com
Thermo Fisher Scientific - FSI combines sophisticated technologies and an easy-touse interface for portable and handheld analyzers providing rapid, reliable
chemical and radiological detection and identification for public safety, military
and first responders.
Thin Air Gear - thinairgearusa.com
American made bags that will last a lifetime. Guaranteed.
Thruvision - thruvision.com
The primary activity of the Thruvision Group is the development, manufacture and sale of
people security screening technology to the global security market.
TOC
The TOC (tactical operations center) allows the user to centralize their command-andcontrol assets, install and operate their edge compute and processes equipment, provide
a situational awareness display and tracking board for operation participants, and to
localize their logistical services and consists of the following technologies housed in a
Western Shelter RDS: Fenix Group Banshee Tactical Broadband Network Radio with
Persistent Systems mesh network radio backhaul, Silvus Technologies Mesh Network
Radio, Defense Force Technologies network analytics, CoddeMettle Network Tools,
COMSAT Mission-Lynk, MOHOC Gen 2 Tactical Camera, Vellicom Tactical Deployable
Display, Somewear Labs Global Hotspot and SA/messaging application, Panasonic
Toughbook N1 EUD, Genasys LRAD, HPE Edge server, Federal Resources CFK, ROKE USA
Networked EW Sensor, Bounce Imaging Camera, Trident Systems Mini-CSS Audio Bridge,
GETAC Body Worn Camera
TSSi - tssi-ops.com
TSSi designs and develops customized products with input from military, law enforcement
and disaster response professionals under the TACOPS™ brand. TACOPS™ products
are designed with the end-user in mind and incorporate special features to enhance
functionality.
TACOPS™ is an acronym for “tactical operations” and the brand name for our own
specially designed products. The crosshairs in the logo denote that TACOPS™ products
are always on target with what our customers need and expect from TSSi. TACOPS™
products are designed by TSSi, with input from military, law enforcement, and disaster
response professionals. The end-user is the focus throughout design considerations;
every feature solves a functional need. When Bill Strang started TSSi, the emphasis
was on supporting military special operations forces, but soon the company diversified
its customer base by expanding sales to law enforcement tactical units. TACOPS™ is a
trademark of TSSi and encompasses both of these original customer bases.
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Vellicom Tactical - vtactic.com
Vellicom Tactical offers all-inclusive turnkey TOC packages that combine state-of-the-art
electronics, with rugged packaging and intuitive user interfaces to simplify Command and
Control operations, military Tactical Operations Centers and civilian Incident Command
Centers. Vellicom Tactical’s systems are designed for rapid deployment in extremely harsh
environments with minimal on-site cabling requirements. Their deployable AV solutions
are rugged, reliable, and highly functional in austere environments.
Vigilant Drone Defense - vigilantdronedefense.com
Vigilant Drone Defense is a security centric technology company specializing in
research, development and manufacturing of cutting edge drone defense systems
to protect people, property and assets from threats created by the wide use of
commercial drones.
Western Global - western-global.com
Western Global are world leaders in the safe and secure temporary storage of fuel. From
construction sites to disaster zones, their modular solutions guarantee a ready and reliable
source of energy, whenever and wherever you need it.
Western Shelter - westernshelter.com
Western Shelter is dedicated to building the toughest shelters and field support
systems on the market, and take pride in providing safe and comfortable
working environments for customers around the globe. Western Shelter
Systems reliably support field applications that range from temporary housing
camps, bases of operation, mobile field hospitals, and many more.
White Wolf Systems - whitewolfsystems.com
White Wolf Systems is a provider of Military Antenna and sensor MASTS in Pneumatic,
Push-UP and Winch packages. They offer high quality, durable masts, with heights
between 3 to 60 meters. Their masts undergo stringent tests, including MIL-810 testing,
and are renowned to be robust and reliable even in the harshest environments, requiring
very little maintenance. Whether the requirement is for a lightweight manpack version or
a heavy sensor package, they have the solution.
XGO - proxgo.com
XGO proudly serves our nation and our all counties’ finest: Military, Government Services,
Law Enforcement and First Responders, with the most mission-ready gear on the market.
XGO makes gear capable of withstanding any environment or mission that our brave men
and women may endure.
Zumro - zumro.com
ZUMRO is the world’s premier manufacturer of air inflatable shelter systems. Their
innovative airframe is derived from the same “low-pressure, high-lift” technology that
allows rescue crews to safely recover large trucks using only small air bags.
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